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Is anything secure anymore? The NSA leaks still playing out in the media has 
produced a number of side effects. What we assumed was a safe form of 
communications, perhaps isn’t so secure after all. The “gold standard” of secure 
mobile messaging, BlackBerry, may have been compromised! 
 
Apparently, the NSA and Britain’s GCHQ (and/or other governments/agencies) 
were able to hack into the BlackBerry streams of government officials attending a 
G20 summit in London. If true, this begs the bigger question – is any encrypted 
communication safe anymore given the massive amount of brute force computing 
power that can be applied to code breaking and pattern recognition?  
 
Low cost GPUs (graphical processer units) that are being configured into 
massively parallel systems are far better at “code breaking” than traditional CPUs. 
When the encryption algorithms where originally created, people reported it would 
take tens or hundreds of years in brute force compute power to break them. But 
they never envisioned the relatively cheap, massively parallel systems available 
today using hundreds or thousands of NVidia or AMD GPU cores. These parallel 
processing machines are really effective at finding patterns and hence decrypting 
data streams. Indeed, some “researchers” have demonstrated ways of breaking 
the security of wireless transmissions like WiFi, Bluetooth, etc..  
 
Do we need to reevaluate what secure mobile messaging is all about? For years, 
BlackBerry has said their system was secure. BlackBerry is being honest when it 
confirms that there is no back door designed into their systems to allow decoding 
of user data streams. But that does not mean it can’t be done by other means, 
perhaps by monitoring the data and then deciphering it, and not necessarily in real 
time (recording in real time than processing the data in massive supercomputing 
systems is common practice).  What may have taken tens or hundreds of years to 
brute force when algorithms were designed may no longer be an accurate estimate 
for those players able to devote enough resources to their defeat. And the cost and 
availability of those resources is dropping rapidly. 
 
So should organizations, even ones that believe they are highly secure (and 
perhaps even FIPS compliant), assume they are safe? Should standalone or PC 
installed encrypted storage devices be assumed unbreakable? Should highly 
encrypted mobile messaging assumed to be unbreakable? From most hacking, 
probably. From all hacking and various government agencies, US and otherwise, 
not necessarily. Don’t forget the most ambitious and secure “unbreakable” system 
of its day (Enigma) was also defeated.  
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The NSA disclosures should raise red flags. We are entering a new era of security 
where hacking and decryption of secure systems is something that can be 
accomplished on multiple levels and with relatively easily available technology. 
Mobile users with highly sensitive data should be concerned, both with mobile data 
transfers and also data at rest that may be stolen (e.g., while laptops remain in a 
hotel room and the owner goes out). There is no longer an absolute guarantee of 
confidentiality. This is not paranoia. Moore’s Law enables the same brute force 
hacking of encryption as it does other more esoteric computing tasks.  
 
There will be a continuous struggle to find more secure encryption algorithms, or 
use increasingly longer bit-lengths to enhance security and make it more difficult to 
defeat. But this may also require more on-board resources to do the 
encryption/decryption and raise the cost of devices. Ultimately security isn’t free. 
 
Bottom line: Complacency is the enemy. All organizations must be vigilant, and 
review what level of data encryption and levels of security they employ, especially 
if the technologies are more than 1-2 years old and the companies are in highly 
regulated and/or sensitive industries. Only the most current security enabled 
products should be utilized, but that may not be enough to prevent a data breech 
by those groups/agencies with enough resources to apply to the task. 
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Why Android is the Better (Long Term) Enterprise 
Choice over iOS 
Currently, the large number of diverse Android versions available on in-use devices 
as well as the ease by which malware can be created and deployed make Android 
a highly dubious choice for enterprise deployments. The lack of security and 
incompatible version is just too great a risk. Indeed, most would agree that of the 
two (Android and iOS), iOS is currently a safer choice, although certainly not 
secure against all possible threats. But is iOS the better corporate choice? Despite 
some improvements by Apple in the latest version of iOS geared towards 
managing and securing enterprise users, longer term we believe its Android that 
wins the security race.  
 
Why? Because of the openness of Android, which is both a blessing and a curse. 
This openness, which causes so many breeches and efforts at malware, is its 
longer term success factor that will allow it to thrive. Additions to the base level 
Android OS specific to enterprises, (e.g., Enterproid, Samsung, VMware, and even 
BlackBerry), add significant features and functions that Apple would never allow 
(e.g., true virtualized workspace, complete control of apps and credentials, 
specialized storage/file systems). Its this openness that provides entrepreneurial 
vendors with the required hooks to make it more secure long term, even though 
Google has had ample opportunity to do this themselves and refused (e.g., 
spinning out Android security specialist 3LM, which was subsequently bought by 
Motorola and then shut down by Google when it bought Motorola). 
 
The above is not to say that enterprises shouldn’t be leery of deploying current 
Android products (as many have been). But looking forward at the innovation curve 
for Android, an open and relatively easily modifiable ecosystem, versus Apple’s 
closed and dictatorial approach to iOS, its clear that the largest amount of 
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innovation will occur on the Android platform. This is because device vendors (e.g., 
Samsung), virtualization vendors (e.g., VMware, Citrix) and third party ISVs can 
create protected spaces by leveraging the capacity of Android to evolve. Specialty 
supplemental products already exist in large numbers. Apple, on the other hand, 
requires any and all changes to be approved by Apple- a long, torturous process at 
best, and with a high likelihood that any mods won’t be approved.  
 
It’s likely that many of the Android device vendors will incorporate enterprise-class 
security options, and/or acquire vendors that provide such capability. Even the 
carriers will continue to provide enhanced devices with third party solutions already 
deployed (e.g., AT&T Divide). And although some would argue that this makes 
Android an far more complex and difficult OS to be enterprise enabled, It also 
allows the most innovation and “survival of the fittest” technologies and solutions to 
thrive.  
 
So, what does this mean? We expect Android to surpass Apple within the next 2-3 
years in its ability to be a secure and deployable enterprise-class OS due to the 
advancing ecosystem of vendors creating specialized solutions. That’s not to say 
stock Android won’t still be the target of many hacks, malware and rootings. But 
Android-based systems will soon be competent players in a secure workspace. 
This doesn’t eliminate the need for enterprise apps to be secured (e.g., Mocanna, 
Citrix, Good) as a layer of critical defense. Nor does it eliminate the need to have a 
high level enterprise mobility management (EMM) component in place (e.g., IBM, 
SAP, AirWatch, BlackBerry). But that job will be less critical as it plays backup to 
what the OS will do natively (and will even enable more vendors to provide such 
capabilities within API calls directly at the OS/HW level). 
 
Bottom Line: Companies should evaluate Android not solely on today’s devices, 
but also on what the future has in store, and plan on deploying devices in the next 
couple of years that will meet stringent enterprise-class security and manageability 
requirements. While some good add-on solutions exist today for Android, we 
expect much higher levels of innovation and integration within the core system in 
the next 2-3 years. 

Nvidia’s Preemptive Strike! 

Nvidia has announced that it will begin licensing its most valuable assets – its 
graphics processing IP. We see this as a bold (and necessary) move by Nvidia, 
and one that could reap major rewards. 
 
Modern tablets and smartphones require a significant ability to process graphics for 
video, photos, streaming, gaming, etc. This is a major design consideration when 
device manufacturers select a chip to power the device. Nvidia has been trying to 
create more brand awareness for its own Tegra line of high performance mobile 
processors and has done reasonably well, although new entries in the market (e.g., 
Qualcomm Snapdragon, Samsung Exynos, Intel Silvermont) are putting increasing 
pressure on Tegra’s perceived high end market leadership position. Nvidia’s goal 
with this announcement is not to undercut its own Tegra sales. Rather, its goal is a 
preemptive strike against both ARM’s Mali graphics processor IP (with which it is 
capturing increased market share, particularly at the mid to lower end), and 
Imagination Technology’s graphics IP, which currently has the most graphics cores 
in production by a number of licensees (e.g., Intel, Samsung/Apple).  
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Nvidia clearly sees a huge potential for graphics IP licensing. We believe it is smart 
to make this move. A large number of smaller but high volume chip producers 
(e.g., MediaTek) are creating a large market for themselves in smartphones and 
tablets in the mid to low end of the market that are proving so popular in emerging 
markets. They are doing this by working with a number of OEMs in China, India, 
etc. But even mid-range devices now require substantial graphics processing 
capability. As MediaTek and others establish their positions and try to move 
upscale to more profitable territory, they will require a competitive product against 
the likes of Qualcomm’s Snapdragon. Qualcomm has its own in-house CPU and 
graphics technology based on a deep ARM CPU design license and its own Krait 
GPU IP which it acquired some time ago from AMD. So these vendors will need to 
achieve at least equivalent performance, and will need to license that capability. 
 
We believe by this action, Nvidia puts itself in a great position to serve the volume 
market for smartphones and tablets that it could not reach on its own with Tegra. 
By licensing its GPU’s where it is recognized as a leader in graphics performance, 
it can leverage its assets to play in this fast emerging and growing market without 
having to make a risky investment in marketing and production partnerships, and 
more importantly not have to produce very low cost designs that would limit its 
margins dramatically. This shifts the risk to its licensees, and presents Nvidia will a 
very low risk posture.  
 
Bottom Line: Nvidia’s move to license it graphics IP is essentially throwing down 
the gauntlet to ARM and Imagination Tech, and by extension to Qualcomm as well. 
We believe Nvidia can achieve a significant penetration of the emerging volume 
markets. With this move, Nvidia will gain both licensing revenues which could be 
substantial (as well as profitable). And it can then leverage the installed base to 
potentially up sell its own higher end Tegra chips. The risk is that this move might 
ultimately impact Tegra sales, but we don’t expect this to be an issue in the short 
term (2-3 years). This is a winning strategy for Nvidia, and we expect to see some 
major partnership announcements in the near future. We see this as primarily 
negatively impacting Imagination Tech, which could loose licensing revenues as a 
result of Nvidia’s move, and to a lesser extent ARM, which generates the bulk of its 
revenues on the CPU IP it licenses. 
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About J.Gold Associates, LLC. 

J.Gold Associates provides advisory services, syndicated research, strategic consulting 
and in-context analysis to help its clients make important technology choices and to enable 
improved product deployment decisions and go to market strategies. We work with our 
clients to produce successful new product strategies and deployments through workshops 
and reviews, business and strategic plan coaching and reviews, assistance in product 
selection and vendor evaluations, needs analysis, competitive analysis, and ongoing 
expertise transfer.  
 
J.Gold Associates provides its clients with insightful, meaningful and actionable analysis of 
trends in the computer and technology industries. We have acquired a broad based 
knowledge of the technology landscape and business deployment requirements, and bring 
that expertise to bear in our work. We cover the needs of business users in enterprise and 
SMB markets, plus focus on emerging consumer technologies that will quickly be re-
purposed to business use.  

 
We can provide your company with a trusted and expert resource to maximize your 
investments and minimize your risk. Please contact us to see how we can help you. 


